New is not always best

The advent of anti-vascular endothelial growth factor therapy has ushered in an era of optimism and hope in the management of many maculopathies including diabetic macular edema (DME). Ranibizumab and aflibercept have been shown in major clinical trials that enrolled patients with center-involved DME to yield both superior visual outcomes and improvements in diabetic retinopathy severity after two years of treatment compared with macular laser.\textsuperscript{1,2} More recently, the Diabetic Retinopathy Clinical Trials Retina Network investigators conducted a randomized clinical trial comparing ranibizumab, aflibercept and bevacizumab, a compounded, less expensive, but unlicensed product. They reported for eyes with center-involved DME and slightly impaired vision, defined as a Snellen equivalent of 20/32-20/40, no differences in visual acuity outcomes at one or over two years across all three agents.\textsuperscript{3} These studies have underpinned present treatment algorithms and current guidelines from across the world using anti-VEGF agents as standard care in eyes with center-involving DME when the visual acuity (VA) is 20/32-2.40.

However, controversy remains on whether anti-VEGF therapies should be administered to patients who have center-involved DME but visual acuity defined as good (better an ETDRS letter score of 79 equivalent to a Snellen acuity of 20/25 or better) as this level of visual acuity had been an exclusion criterion in all clinical trials prior to the Network’s Protocol V. A high proportion of patients have eyes with center-involved DME and excellent VA,\textsuperscript{4} evoking the question of whether observation, macular laser or anti-VEGF is the most appropriate strategy. Arguments for the use of anti-VEGF therapies in eyes with excellent VA include data that show progression over time to VA loss.\textsuperscript{4} Commencing eyes with DME and excellent VA on anti-VEGF therapies creates burden and inconvenience of high frequency review and intravitreal drug injections with their attendant risk of endophthalmitis, along with mounting costs to patient and payers.

In this issue of \textit{JAMA Ophthalmology}, Network investigators report findings from Protocol V, the first major randomized clinical trial that specifically sought to address the timing of initiation of treatment for patients with good VA and center-involved DME, enrolling participants into 3 arms, observation, prompt thermal laser or
prompt aflibercept. The study design permitted those assigned to observation or thermal laser to receive aflibercept should BCVA reduce from baseline by 10 letters at any visit or by 5 to 9 letters at two consecutive visits.

Protocol V has now revealed that two years after entry into the trial, the proportion of eyes experiencing a 5-letter decrease in BCVA was not statistically significantly different across all 3 groups. Protocol V tells us that deferring treatment in eyes with good VA as defined in this trial and center-involved DME does not result in worse outcomes compared to prompt initiation of anti-VEGF therapy. Some two-thirds of the observation group never experienced this 5- or more letter decline in visual acuity over the two-year period, confirming the robustness of the original observations from the ETDRS. Data from Protocol V also suggests prompt treatment with aflibercept does not reduce the risk of ≥5 letter loss as 33 of the 205 eyes in this category experienced this end point at 2 years, a finding that was not significantly different among the prompt laser and observation groups with deferred aflibercept treatment. A finding of marginal significance was a small difference in favor of aflibercept in the proportions that experienced at least two-step worsening in diabetic retinopathy severity level on color photography compared to the observation group. In addition, some 10% of those in the observation group showed two-step improvements which was not dissimilar to that seen in the other groups (prompt aflibercept 14% and laser 12%). Given these lack of differences in the various groups in both visual acuity reductions and improvements in retinopathy severity, the clinical relevance of the finding of a marginal worsening in diabetic retinopathy severity in favor of prompt aflibercept is debatable.

What Protocol V has not addressed is the effect of the three regimens on the patient’s quality of life. It would be important to understand the effect of the visit schedules which differed between groups and the challenge of high frequency visits and injections in the prompt aflibercept group given that those with DM already have systemic co-morbidities that often contribute to a burden of hospital visits. Prompt initiation of treatment with aflibercept almost certainly results in considerable excess costs which if implemented into routine clinical practice would
add to a strain and burden on both the patient and over-stretched health economies.

It is worth noting that participants in Protocol V had good control of diabetes and blood pressure and attended visits frequently and thus may not necessarily reflect the profile of patients with DM in routine care. However real world data from the OBTAIN study, which included patients with excellent VA, has reported that follow-up is maintained in untreated eyes with DME over a period of 1 year. Protocol V now gives us the confidence to manage our patients with DME and excellent VA conservatively at least until there is documented reduction in VA. Such a management strategy would avoid potentially unnecessary introduction of anti-VEGF therapies at a stage of disease which may be amenable to alternative non-invasive strategies such as good systemic control.
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